Can You Hear Me Now?

The History of a Telephone Booth in the Frank Church-River of No Return Wilderness

Introduction

The Coyote Springs Telephone Booth (10IH2428) is a historic feature located in the Frank Church – River of No Return
Wilderness of Idaho (FCRONRW). It was identified in the FCRONRW Heritage Preservation Plan as a site to be retained for its
Interpretative potential. In 2016, an archaeologist monitored the site and conducted further contextual research to provide more
information about the origins and use of the booth. This poster presents a brief history of the development of communication
systems in the Wilderness, history of the booth, and interpretative outreach using video and social media for features in the
Wilderness.
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Coyote Springs Telephone Booth
A telephone line had been built by 1925 that serviced Big Creek. In 1928, a line was in use from Big Creek to Chamberlain Basin.
By 1930, there was a line from Big Creek to Cold Meadows that went down Big Creek, up to Acorn Butte Lookout, to Cold
Mountain, ending at Cold Meadows Guard Station (Hockaday, 1968, See Map Below).

The FCRONRW is an area that allows its visitors to experience solitude in the nation’s largest wilderness in the lower 48.
Often unrealized, is that historically, this rugged landscape had quite an extensive communication network while it was managed
as the Idaho Primitive Area. One related historic feature managed by the Payette National Forest is the Coyote Springs Telephone
Booth.
Coyote Spring Telephone Booth,
2016 Monitoring

Telephone communications were developed in the area from the late 1920’s through to the 1930’s. During this time, telephones
were installed, often at major trail junctions, on a tree. The telephone lines and insulators were attached from tree to tree. The
telephones were used by rangers, fire fighters, and others to contact dispatch on matters regarding daily administrative operations,
fire activity, and emergencies. Such a system facilitated the development and management of the IPA/Wilderness for the
Payette National Forest. Without the phone systems, managing the area would have been a different experience altogether, with
firefighting operations being greatly impacted.

Coyote Springs Telephone Booth Facebook Video - Interpretive Material
Access to a site like Coyote Springs Telephone Booth can be challenging for the public to experience. To access the site one
must hike 36 miles one-way or take backcountry flight and make a 10 mile hike to the site to see it. USFS Heritage programs
can utilize multimedia and social media to provide information about cultural resources in the Wilderness that are difficult to access.
These processes can provide a sense of what that experience might be like to the public that may not otherwise be able to enjoy it.

Methods of Line Construction in the Wilderness

“In its early development of the National Forests the Forest Service was faced with the problem of providing a reliable, low cost
means of communication into the vast wildernesses which it was attempting to protect. It was apparent that the construction
cost of pole lines was prohibitive and that maintenance was almost impossible with the limited funds available” (USDA 1937).
To address such challenges, the idea of attaching wire phone lines to trees in the forest was conceived. Requirements for the
phone line included that the system must function with downed trees on the line, the line must be free running, and the means
of attaching line to the trees must be simple and readily available. At first, porcelain knobs were used for insulators and the wire
was run through the hole. These insulators were difficult to attach. In the end, a brown oval two part insulator was the natural
outcome to the challenges that arose with previous designs. Brown, being the chosen color, because white porcelain insulators
were to conspicuous a target for riflemen.

Joe Bayok, a Forest Service employee working on the telephone lines, in his June 29, 1936 journal entry says, “I’m at Cold Meadows
Ranger station now, the phone line is completed and only one man is needed on that lookout so I’m smoke-chaser for the rest of the
summer (I think) with my hat rack at Cold Meadows” (Bayok 1936). The line out to Coyote Springs, was another 10 miles.

Cross section of phone line insulator
(USDA 1937)

Example of split tree insulator installation
(USDA 1937)

The means of attaching the insulator to the tree was the subject of much study. There were almost as many methods
developed as there were men doing the work in the field. It was soon learned that while the line wire could be strung
through the woods in a rather haphazard manner, it was essential that its freedom of movement in all directions be
restricted as much as possible with good construction.

A 2016 field visit to Coyote Springs telephone booth for site recording and evaluation of eligibility lead to an unplanned
interpretative video. The recording shows the telephone booth as it currently stands and has a brief history of the site. The
video was minimally edited and uploaded onto the Forest’s Facebook page. This impromptu video received thousands of views,
likes, and comments; one of which was the video’s ability to give viewers a sense of the Wilderness character and the cultural
resources that are preserved.
It is important as public servants, to explore opportunities for public engagement and to promote the value of cultural resources
on the landscape and their management by the National Forest Service.
Today, we manage the booth as a historic property and often protect it from wildfire through active protection, or passive
protection such as wrapping the structure with fire wrap.

Example of Hand Crank Telephone,
Salmon-Challis NF Collections

Diagram of split tree insulator
(USDA 1937)

Overview of Coyote Spring Telephone Booth,
2016 Monitoring

Mechanics of hand crank telephone,
Salmon-Challis NF Collections

Ranger Bill Parks of Warren on Telephone (PNF, 1933)

Given the history on the telephone network development in the area, it is assumed that the Coyote Springs line was established and
in use sometime in the 1930’s and that it was a part of the line that serviced Cottonwood Butte Lookout (See Map). The telephone
booth housed a hand cranked telephone and offered shelter for the person using the phone. The telephone and the heavy
galvanized steel wire that connected it to the network are gone. Starting in the 1940’s to the 1950’s, many lookouts and telephone
lines were abandoned and VHF radios were being used (Hockaday, 1968). The Forest Service most likely removed the Coyote
Springs telephone and line during the 1950’s.

Screenshot of Facebook Video: https://www.facebook.com/payettenationalforest/videos/vb.667908866639038/1115134618583125/?type=2&theater

“There was an attempt made on Idaho Forest to use carrier pigeons.
This was not successful.
Many birds disappeared and smoke chasers were accused of eating the birds
since rations quite often ran short.” F.E. Powers

Smokechaser Mink Starting
for Fire (PNF, Date Unknown)

Cold Mountain Lookout,
Idaho NF 1936 (PNF)

Forest Employee with 9 guage line (PNF, Date Unknown)
Fred Beyer on Duck Lake
Telephone Line (PNF, nd)

Man in tree installing telephone line
Cuddy Mountain (PNF, nd)

The insulator tie should be made so that it will pull out of the staple when all of the slack in a given section of line has
been taken up and the line wire will remain unbroken and continue to furnish some service though lying on the ground
due to downed trees (USDA 1937) .

The Coyote Springs telephone booth that the Forest manages was part of a camp that also included, at the least, one wall tent
and hitch rails for pack stock. Fire fighters, then known as smoke chasers, lived in the camp and communicated with a nearby
lookout over the telephone. A trash dump recorded in 2016, was likely associated with the fire fighters, smoke chasers, camp by the
booth. It is likely that Joe Bayok in 1936 was one of those smoke chasers that utilized Coyote Springs camp and telephone booth,
10 miles from Cold Meadows.
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